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About half of present-day cloud condensation nuclei originate 
from atmospheric nucleation, frequently appearing as a burst 
of new particles near midday1. Atmospheric observations show 
that the growth rate of new particles often accelerates when the 
diameter of the particles is between one and ten nanometres2,3. 
In this critical size range, new particles are most likely to be 
lost by coagulation with pre-existing particles4, thereby failing 
to form new cloud condensation nuclei that are typically 50 to 
100 nanometres across. Sulfuric acid vapour is often involved in 
nucleation but is too scarce to explain most subsequent growth5,6, 
leaving organic vapours as the most plausible alternative, at least 
in the planetary boundary layer7–10. Although recent studies11–13 
predict that low-volatility organic vapours contribute during 
initial growth, direct evidence has been lacking. The accelerating 
growth may result from increased photolytic production of 
condensable organic species in the afternoon2, and the presence 
of a possible Kelvin (curvature) effect, which inhibits organic 
vapour condensation on the smallest particles (the nano-Köhler 
theory)2,14, has so far remained ambiguous. Here we present 
experiments performed in a large chamber under atmospheric 
conditions that investigate the role of organic vapours in the 
initial growth of nucleated organic particles in the absence 
of inorganic acids and bases such as sulfuric acid or ammonia 
and amines, respectively. Using data from the same set of 
experiments, it has been shown15 that organic vapours alone can 
drive nucleation. We focus on the growth of nucleated particles 
and find that the organic vapours that drive initial growth have 
extremely low volatilities (saturation concentration less than 
10−4.5 micrograms per cubic metre). As the particles increase in 
size and the Kelvin barrier falls, subsequent growth is primarily 
due to more abundant organic vapours of slightly higher volatility 
(saturation concentrations of 10−4.5 to 10−0.5 micrograms 
per cubic metre). We present a particle growth model that 
quantitatively reproduces our measurements. Furthermore, we 
implement a parameterization of the first steps of growth in a 
global aerosol model and find that concentrations of atmospheric 
cloud concentration nuclei can change substantially in response, 
that is, by up to 50 per cent in comparison with previously 
assumed growth rate parameterizations.
Two measurement campaigns at the CERN CLOUD (Cosmics 
Leaving OUtdoor Droplets) chamber (Methods) focused on aerosol 
growth with different levels of sulfuric acid and α-pinene oxidation 
products. With the chamber at 278 K and 38% relative humidity, 
tropospheric concentrations of α-pinene, ozone (O3) and SO2 were 
introduced (see Extended Data Table 1). Using various instruments 
(Methods and Extended Data Fig. 1) we measured the behaviour of 
freshly nucleated particles of 1–2 nm diameter and their subsequent 
growth up to 80 nm. Two chemical ionization mass spectrometers 
(Methods) using nitrate as the reagent ion (nitrate-CI-APi-TOF) meas-
ured the concentrations of sulfuric acid and highly oxygenated organic 
compounds16,17. Nitrate anions tend to cluster with highly oxygenated 
molecules (HOMs), and the measured HOMs fall broadly into two 
product ranges based on carbon number (Extended Data Fig. 2): mon-
omers (CxHyOz with x = 8–10, y = 12–16 and z = 6–12), and dimers 
(CxHyOz with x = 17–20, y = 26–32 and z = 8–18). Here we refer to 
these measured compounds as HOMs rather than extremely low- 
volatility organic compounds (ELVOCs), as previously reported17. As 
we shall show, the HOM volatility spans a wide range (although it is 
always very low), and we shall separate HOMs into volatility bins using 
the volatility basis set (VBS)18.
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In Fig. 1 we plot the growth rates measured in CLOUD as a function 
of sulfuric acid and HOM concentration, focusing on size ranges from 
1.1 nm to 3.2 nm and >5 nm (mobility) diameter. It is evident from 
Fig. 1a and b that the observed growth cannot be explained in either size 
range by the condensation of sulfuric acid even at the kinetic limit, where 
sulfuric acid is assumed to be completely non-volatile. Furthermore, for 
sulfuric acid molecular concentrations below 107 cm−3, the growth rate 
is uncorrelated with sulfuric acid. In contrast, the growth is clearly cor-
related with organics for all size ranges up to the size of cloud condensa-
tion nuclei (CCN) for HOM concentrations >106 cm−3 (Fig. 1c and d). 
For experiments with sulfuric acid concentration <5.5 × 105 cm−3 we 
have separately reported a large charge enhancement for the nuclea-
tion rate15. However, there is no corresponding charge influence on 
the growth rates of either 1.1–3.2 nm or >5 nm particles (grey versus 
blue symbols in Fig. 1c and 1d). Most of the HOMs in the chamber 
are neutral (~107 cm−3 neutral HOMs versus ~103 cm−3 charged 
molecules), so a charge enhancement is not expected, especially with 
increasing size19. However, owing to the experimental uncertainties 
we cannot exclude the possibility of an ion enhancement at sizes 
below 3 nm.
A non-volatile (collision-limited) model of HOM condensation 
(Methods) cannot explain the observed growth rates across the full 
range of particle diameters we studied. We modelled growth at 1.1 nm, 
3.2 nm, 5 nm, 15 nm and 50 nm (labelled curves, Fig. 1c and d) assum-
ing that observed HOM monomers and dimers are non-volatile, with a 
density of 1,400 kg m−3 and a mass of 300 Da. Contrary to the common 
misconception that non-volatile diameter growth rate should be con-
stant with size (in the free molecular regime), the predicted growth rate 
with this assumption is highest at any given HOM concentration for 
the smallest particles and decreases rapidly with increasing size up to 
~5 nm (Fig. 1c, d). This predicted decreasing growth rate with increas-
ing particle size is because the cross-section and collision velocity are 
highest relative to particle size for the smallest particles (Methods). 
However, the observations show the reverse, with growth rates for sizes 
above 5 nm exceeding those near 2 nm by a factor of 1.5 ± 0.2, obtained 
from normalizing (to 107 cm−3 HOMs) and averaging the growth rates 
in the considered size ranges. The ratio of observed growth rates to 
modelled non-volatile growth rates increases from 0.7 ± 0.1 at 1.1 nm 
to 2.8 ± 0.2 at 5 nm, where in each case the quoted error is the standard 
error of the mean. This large discrepancy is strong evidence that the 
measured HOMs cannot fully describe the observed growth, and that 
additional organic material must be contributing to particle growth 
above roughly 5 nm particle diameter.
To explore the potential role of HOM volatility, we use the SIMPOL 
model20 to estimate the saturation mass concentration (C*, μg m−3) 
and saturation molecular concentration (N*, cm−3) of each HOM 
using its measured atomic composition together with an estima-
tion of its likely chemical structure (see Extended Data Fig. 3). We 
grouped the HOMs in volatility bins (separated by factors of ten) and 
assigned them to several volatility classes (see Extended Data Fig. 4). 
The HOMs span a wide range from extremely low-volatility (ELVOC, 
C* < 10−4.5 μg m−3; N* < 5 × 104 cm−3 assuming a molecular mass 
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Figure 1 | Growth rates as a function of sulfuric acid and highly 
oxygenated molecule (HOM) concentrations. Symbol shapes represent 
the different instruments to derive the growth rates (see key and Methods), 
symbol colours indicate the HOM concentration (colour scale at right).  
a, b, Growth rate versus sulfuric acid concentration for particles from 
1.1 nm to 3.2 nm (a), and for particles 5–15 nm, 15–30 nm, 30–60 nm 
and >60 nm (b). Non-volatile growth rates by condensation of sulfuric 
acid5 are displayed for different diameters. c, Measured growth rates 
from 1.1 nm to 3.2 nm versus the HOM concentration for sulfuric acid 
concentrations <5 × 105 cm−3; d, as c but for size ranges 5–15 nm, 
15–30 nm, 30–60 nm and >60 nm. Linear growth was observed for 
particles >5 nm, thus no differentiation was made in b and d. Panel c 
additionally shows the parameterization for 1.1 nm and 3.2 nm based on 
our volatility-distribution modelling results. Symbol colours in c and d 
indicate the ion conditions in the chamber (blue, neutral; grey, ions from 
Galactic cosmic rays (GCR); see Methods). The HOM and sulfuric acid 
concentration uncertainty (error bars) is estimated to be +80%/−45%  
and +50%/−33%, respectively. Growth rate error bars indicate 1σ total 
errors.
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of 300 Da) to low-volatility (LVOC, 10−4.5 μg m−3 ≤ C* ≤ 10−0.5 μg m−3; 
5 × 104 cm−3 ≤ N* ≤ 5 × 108 cm−3) to some semi-volatile (SVOC, 
10−0.5 μg m−3 ≤ C* ≤ 102.5 μg m−3; 5 × 108 cm−3 ≤ N* ≤ 5 × 1011 cm−3) 
organic compounds. In Fig. 2a we show a mass defect plot (Methods) 
of the observed compounds during a representative run, and in 
Fig. 2b we show the corresponding volatility distribution (colours based 
on ref. 18). The binned volatility distribution of measured gas-phase 
organic species (Fig. 2b) shows a substantial fraction of ELVOCs, max-
imal contribution in the LVOC range and even low levels of SVOCs. 
Because the LVOCs and SVOCs do not build up a sufficient satura-
tion ratio to overcome the Kelvin barrier, they should not be able to 
condense onto the smallest particles, so that only the ELVOCs should 
contribute to the initial growth. While nitrate ions cluster efficiently 
with ELVOCs and calibration based on sulfuric acid should be fairly 
accurate, the concentration of LVOCs and SVOCs is likely to be under-
estimated because of inefficient clustering21. Indeed, SVOCs are formed 
with high yield in α-pinene oxidation22 but most of them evidently are 
not detected by the nitrate-CI-APi-TOF instrument (Fig. 2). The fact 
that even the non-volatile model based on measured HOMs underes-
timates the observed growth rates for particles >5 nm by a factor of 
three strongly indicates that the concentration of condensing organic 
vapours is substantially higher than measured, at least after the Kelvin 
barrier has diminished.
We further consider two very different experiments. During the 
first experiment, the HOM concentration increased nonlinearly with 
time, which replicates the diurnal variation of biogenic emissions and 
oxidants in the ambient for the morning and early afternoon (Fig. 3a). 
This situation leads to a nonlinear increase in the growth rate. During 
the second experiment, the HOM concentration remained at a con-
stant steady state (production balanced by wall loss). This allowed us 
to test whether the accelerating growth seen in the first experiment 
was due to the diminishing Kelvin effect or the increasing HOM con-
centration. The constant HOM concentration led to a nearly constant 
growth rate, except for the smallest particles below ~5 nm (Fig. 3d).
In order to quantify the importance of the Kelvin effect and HOM 
measurement biases, we analysed the contribution of HOMs to early 
growth and assessed the dependence on HOM volatility by using a 
dynamic volatility-distribution model23 for these two cases. The HOM 
volatility-distribution model comprises nine C* bins ranging from 
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Figure 2 | Observed gas-phase HOMs and their volatility distribution. 
a, Mass defect (in Th; 1 Th = 1 Da/e, where e is the elementary charge) 
of all HOMs versus their nominal mass to charge ratio (m/Q) including 
the estimated volatility distribution based on the proposed structures 
(Extended Data Fig. 3). The size of the plotting symbols is proportional to 
the logarithm of the counting rate. White circles are C5–C7 compounds, 
which were not included in the volatility analysis. b, HOMs binned to a 
volatility distribution showing the measured relative counting rates in  
per cent, with ELVOCs comprising ~36%.
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Figure 3 | Comparison of the 
growth rates in two experiments 
with a dynamic volatility basis 
set (VBS) model. a, b, Temporal 
evolution of the particle size (filled 
circles) and the modelled particle 
size (dashed lines) for an experiment 
with increasing HOM concentration 
(a), and for constant HOM 
concentration (b), with the inset 
magnifying the time evolution of 
the first 5 nm. c, d, Size-dependent 
modelled (lines) and measured 
(filled circles) growth rate for the 
increasing HOM concentration 
(c), and for the constant HOM 
concentration (d). Colours (key in c) 
indicate the contribution of different 
volatility bins to the condensational 
growth. Error bars indicate the error 
of the fit alone, whiskers the 1σ 
systematic scale uncertainty of the 
determined growth rates.
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10−8 μg m−3 to 1 μg m−3 (101 cm−3 to 109 cm−3), split into three ranges 
(see Fig. 2 and Extended Data Fig. 5): ELVOC (grey), LVOC (pink) 
and SVOC (light green). When we run the HOM volatility-distribution 
model using the directly measured volatility-binned HOM concen-
trations as input, the simulated growth rates for particles >2 nm are 
underestimated by a large factor (see Extended Data Fig. 6, blue dashed 
line). This is consistent with the expectation that the detection effi-
ciency of LVOCs in the nitrate-CI-APi-TOF is lower as discussed above. 
An attempt to adjust the HOM volatility distribution by increasing the 
LVOCs to reproduce the observed growth rates was not successful 
(see Extended Data Fig. 6, blue solid line). The model can be brought 
into agreement with observations by increasing the LVOC concentra-
tions and introducing a Kelvin effect (Fig. 3 and Extended Data Fig. 6 
grey line). This tuned model, adjusting for inefficient LVOC measure-
ment in the nitrate-CI-APi-TOF and considering the Kelvin effect (see 
Methods, Extended Data Fig. 5b and Extended Data Fig. 7 for details), 
captures the observed particle growth in both example cases with high 
fidelity (Fig. 3). While the agreement at 10 nm diameter is ensured by 
our LVOC correction, the Kelvin term is essential to reproduce the 
observed growth rate over the full size range for these two quite different 
cases, although the strong size dependence in Fig. 3a is primarily due 
to the increasing HOM concentration. This is evidence that the Kelvin 
term (along with abundant LVOCs) is responsible for the acceleration 
in growth observed in field experiments in the afternoon, and that only 
ELVOCs have a sufficiently high saturation ratio to overcome the Kelvin 
barrier at the smallest sizes.
The pool of ELVOCs, many having C*  10−8 μg m−3 (Fig. 2b), 
implies continuous production of relatively stable clusters smaller 
than 2 nm (continuous nucleation is observed, as shown in Extended 
Data Fig. 8). ELVOCs govern the contribution to growth up to ~2 nm; 
beyond this, LVOCs take over in sequence as the Kelvin effect becomes 
progressively weaker with increasing size. Thus, while growth rates in 
the non-volatile HOM model decrease by a factor of ~3 between 1 nm 
and 5 nm, in the volatility-distribution HOM model they increase by a 
factor of ~3 over this range, consistent with observations. This volatility- 
distribution growth model is a version of ‘nano-Köhler theory’, in which 
the effects of condensed-phase mixing (Raoult’s law) and particle cur-
vature (the Kelvin term) combine for miscible organics. The Kelvin 
effect dominates because curvature enhances condensed-phase activi-
ties by orders of magnitude for the smallest particles, regardless of their 
composition, and the critical issue is whether the saturation ratio of an 
LVOC volatility bin exceeds this threshold (see Extended Data Fig. 7 for 
detailed model results). Finally, the volatility-distribution model shows 
that, in the experiments, SVOCs cannot contribute to the observed 
growth via non-reactive uptake as their gas-phase saturation ratio never 
rises high enough for them to contribute (see Extended Data Fig. 7 
and Methods).
The α-pinene + ozone system explored here is among the most 
efficient sources of ELVOCs yet observed16,17, but it is likely that 
many sources of LVOCs may be important in the atmosphere. The 
latter include the first-generation compounds described here but 
also later-generation ‘ageing’ products formed by reaction with OH 
radicals10,24,25. Different sources are almost certain to produce LVOCs 
with differing volatility distributions and chemical properties, which 
also might influence their reactivity in the condensed phase, including 
oligomerization23 and reactive uptake26, resulting in different growth 
patterns compared to those in Fig. 3. These growth patterns thus con-
stitute a critical and variable link between new particle formation and 
CCN formation.
Strongly size-dependent nanoparticle growth has been observed 
and parameterized based on atmospheric observations3,27–29, although 
during nucleation events in the field it has not been possible to deter-
mine whether changes in the growth rate are due to the Kelvin effect 
or due to changes in the HOM concentrations during the event. To 
assess the global implications of our findings, we parameterized the 
growth between 1.7 nm and 3 nm using the size-resolved growth rates 
from the HOM volatility-distribution modelling results (Fig. 1 and 
Methods). Using a global aerosol model (Methods), we find that CCN 
concentrations are sensitive to whether, and how, organic compounds 
participate in the first stages of the growth of freshly nucleated parti-
cles. Figure 4a shows the concentrations of soluble 100 nm particles 
(N100), a proxy for CCN, using our parameterized growth rates, which 
are up to a factor of two higher than those in a simulation without 
organics participating in the initial growth (Fig. 4b). Conversely, a 
previous parameterization30 which empirically accounts for the Kelvin 
effect below 2.5 nm but assumes that all condensable organic products 
(not just HOMs) contribute to the growth of these particles, produces 
CCN concentrations up to 50% higher than our parameterization 
(Fig. 4c). Our model results show that CCN concentrations can be sen-
sitive to the processes and concentrations of species driving the growth 
of the smallest atmospheric particles as reflected in the pronounced 
differences of the corresponding growth rates (Extended Data Fig. 9). 
On the basis of the combined modelling results and experimental data 
that we report here, we suggest that low-volatility organic vapours are 
the key to particle growth at the initial sizes.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 4 | Modelled influence on global CCN of different organic 
growth rates from 1.7 nm to 3 nm simulated by the GLOMAP aerosol 
model. a, The annual mean number concentration of soluble particles of  
at least 100 nm diameter (N100 on colour scale, taken as a proxy for CCN) 
at cloud base level. We treat irreversible (collision-limited) condensation 
of sulfuric acid for particle growth from 1.7 nm to 3 nm, together with  
a size-dependent growth rate due to HOMs from the present work.  
b, The percentage change in CCN concentration (colour scale) when 
growth from 1.7 nm to 3 nm is due to sulfuric acid alone. c, The percentage 
change in CCN concentration when we parameterize growth from 1.7 nm 
to 3 nm as irreversible condensation of sulfuric acid together with an 
organic contribution following ref. 30, which assumes a Kelvin barrier 
to organic condensation below 2.5 nm. All simulations assume the same 
nucleation rates at 1.7 nm and the same particle growth rates above 3 nm.
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highly oxygenated molecules (HOMs). Using an electrostatic field, the charged 
molecules and clusters are then guided through a small pinhole with a diameter 
of 350 (300) μm to the APi-TOF section.
The voltage settings in the APi and TOF sections determine the mass dependent 
transmission efficiency of the instrument. The transmission curves were deter-
mined with separate measurements, by adding certain compounds (perfluorinated 
acids) to the instrument in sufficient amounts to deplete the primary ions. With 
this method the transmission relative to the mass to charge ratio (m/Q) of the 
primary ions was determined39. One instrument operated at the same voltage 
settings for the whole campaign while the other one was operated in a switching 
mode between voltage settings optimized for a low or high m/Q range.
We analysed the raw data with the MATLAB tofTools package 3240. The mass 
scale is calibrated to better than 10 p.p.m. accuracy, using a two-parameter fit. 
The concentration of sulfuric acid is calculated from the count rates of each ion 
species as follows:
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where [H2SO4] is the concentration of sulfuric acid. The corresponding ion count 
rates, including the primary ions, appear on the right hand side of the equation. 
C is a calibration coefficient, which was determined by connecting the nitrate- 
CI-APi-TOF to a well characterized H2SO4 generator41. Line losses for H2SO4 were 
corrected with the term SLH SO2 4. SL can be calculated from empirical equations 
for straight circular tubes with a laminar flow42.
Measurement of oxidized organics. During nucleation and growth, we observed 
two distinct signal patterns—monomers and dimers—in the nitrate-CI-APi-TOF 
(Extended Data Fig. 2, Run 1209) corresponding to the monomers and dimers of 
the α-pinene oxidation products. These bands contain highly oxygenated mole-
cules (HOMs), which have been found to play a potentially major role in aero-
sol growth17. Owing to their structure and their high O:C, these clusters have a 
low saturation vapour concentration. In ref. 17, it was assumed that all observed 
oxygenated organics are extremely low-volatility organic compounds (ELVOCs) 
and condense on the added seed aerosol.
We define monomers (mainly CxHyOz with x = 8–10, y = 12–16 and z = 6–12) 
as the sum of the peaks in the m/Q range from 235–424 Th (1 Th = 1 Da/e, where 
e is the elementary charge) and dimers (mainly CxHyOz with x = 17–20, y = 26–32 
and z = 8–18) as the sum from 425–625 Th. We excluded contamination peaks 
from the summation within a band, as well as peaks assigned to RO2 radicals 
(C10H15O6,8,10,12, corresponding to m/Q of 293, 325, 357 and 389 Th).
The APi-TOF also detected naturally charged clusters between 670 and 850 Th 
(trimers) and between 900 and 1,200 Th (tetramers). For the nitrate-CI-APi-TOF 
the trimer band was only observed for a very long integration time, indicating 
either a low concentration of neutral trimers or a low transmission efficiency. We 
also observed intermediate species with a carbon number of 11 to 17, which may 
be dimers formed from reactions of RO2 radicals with RO2 radicals formed from 
fragments. However, their concentration is small (see cyan peaks in Extended 
Data Fig. 2).
To estimate the concentration of each highly oxygenated molecule (HOMi), we 
applied the following equation:
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In this equation, ⋅ −[HOM NO ]i 3  is the integrated area of a background corrected 
HOM peak in counts per second (c.p.s.). We corrected for the losses through the 
sampling line with the term SLHOM. Here, we used the diffusion coefficients for the 
monomers (0.0297 cm2 s−1) and for the dimers (0.0240 cm2 s−1), which we deter-
mined in the CLOUD chamber experimentally. This results in correction factors 
for the monomers of a factor of 1.44 and for dimers of a factor of 1.37. The total 
HOM concentration is defined as the sum of all [HOMi], which includes all 
identified monomers, dimers and intermediate clusters (see Extended Data Fig. 2).
We assume that the binding between the nitrate ion and the HOM is strong 
and proceeds at the kinetic limit and therefore use the same calibration constant 
C as for sulfuric acid. This assumption does hold for highly oxygenated species 
with extremely low volatilities, but not for less oxygenated species as the ionization 
efficiency decreases21. Quantum chemical calculations have shown that the nitrate 
MEthOdS
The CLOUD chamber. We conducted two measurement campaigns at the CERN 
CLOUD chamber, a 26 m3 stainless steel vessel which enables aerosol experiments 
under the full range of tropospheric conditions31,32. CLOUD7, in the autumn of 
2012, included mostly high sulfuric acid concentrations, while CLOUD8, in 2013, 
addressed low sulfuric acid concentrations. To avoid contamination, pure air is 
generated by the evaporation of cryogenic liquid nitrogen (N2) and liquid oxygen 
(O2), combined at a ratio of 79:21. A UV light (250–400 nm) system enables the 
formation of hydroxyl (OH) radicals via the photolysis of ozone33. By applying a 
high voltage field (30 kV m−1) all charged particles in the chamber can be removed 
rapidly (neutral conditions); when the high voltage field is turned off, natural ions 
are produced in the chamber by Galactic cosmic rays (GCR condition) reach-
ing ground level. With the 3.5 GeV/c secondary pion beam (π condition) from 
the CERN Proton Synchrotron passing through the chamber, ion concentrations 
representative for those of the upper troposphere can be achieved31,34. A dedicated 
inlet system is available for every gas. In order to clean the chamber, the chamber 
can be heated by raising the temperature to 373 K, and, in addition, flushed with 
ultra pure water. All gas pipes are made from stainless steel to avoid contamination, 
and chamber and gas seals are chemically inert gold coated metal. Two fans run-
ning in counter flow ensure a good mixture of the gases in the chamber35. Traces 
of contaminants, for example, low molecular weight volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs)36 or ammonia37, were sometimes observed in the chamber. However, as 
shown elsewhere36, extremely clean conditions can be achieved.
Experimental settings. A typical experiment started with the injection of α-pinene 
under neutral (ion free) conditions. The ozone already present in the chamber 
immediately reacts with the α-pinene leading to aerosol nucleation (see also ref. 15). 
Using the UV fibre system in the chamber, additional OH could be photochemi-
cally produced. The major fraction of HOM (~60%) were chemically produced via 
the ozonolysis of α-pinene. This experiment was continued until a steady-state—
that is, a stable HOM concentration, was achieved. Afterwards the high-voltage 
field, used in neutral experiments for sweeping out ions, was turned off. This 
allowed ions (~700 cm−3) produced by Galactic cosmic rays to accumulate in 
the chamber, and resulted in a second nucleation event (see also ref. 15). In addi-
tion experiments were also started under GCR conditions to prove consistency. In 
total, approximately 40% of the runs started (with increasing HOM concentration) 
in neutral conditions, 18% in GCR condition and 20% in π condition. Plateau 
conditions (with steady-state HOM concentration) in GCR constitute approxi-
mately 18% of the runs and in π condition approximately 4%. π conditions relate 
to experiments where the Proton Synchrotron was also used to produce higher 
ion concentrations (~3,000 cm−3), as encountered in the upper troposphere. This 
was only possible during CLOUD 7, as during CLOUD 8 the Proton Synchrotron 
was not in operation due to maintenance work. A typical experiment is shown in 
Extended Data Fig. 8. For pure biogenic experiments, we added no SO2; for sulfuric 
acid experiments, we injected SO2 into the chamber as an additional precursor. 
All experimental steady-state conditions can be found in Extended Data Table 1. 
For each run several growth rates at different diameters could be quantified (see 
Extended Data Figs 1 and 8). Extended Data Fig. 8 shows two nucleation events 
that were observed during one run, one under neutral and the second one under 
GCR conditions. Thus, one run can yield several points in Fig. 1.
Cluster composition. Atmospheric pressure interface time of flight mass spectrometer 
(APi-TOF). One APi-TOF (Tofwerk AG) measured the mass-to-charge ratio of 
positive or negative clusters present in the CLOUD chamber24. Since this instru-
ment only measures charged clusters, the measurements were made during GCR 
or π conditions. It is only possible to measure one polarity at a time thus positive 
and negative spectra were measured alternately.
Chemical ionization atmospheric pressure interface time of flight mass spectrometer 
(nitrate-CI-APi-TOF). Two nitrate-CI-APi-TOFs38 measured the concentration 
of sulfuric acid, oxidized organics and other clusters and molecules in the cloud 
chamber.
The instruments use an ion source (one an X-ray generator, one a corona needle) 
to ionize the reagent gas nitric acid in a nitrogen flow. In a drift tube an electric field 
is then applied to guide the primary ions to the sample flow where they react with 
the neutral molecules and clusters with an overall reaction time of about 200 ms in 
one instrument and 50 ms in the other. Inside the drift tube, two possible reactions 
can then take place to ionize the neutral molecules or clusters A in the sample flow:
+ ( ) → + ( )− −R1: AH HNO NO A HNO HNOn n3 3 3 3
+ ( ) → ⋅ + ( )− −R2: AH HNO NO AH NO HNOn n3 3 3 3
The first reaction (R1) corresponds to a proton transfer reaction (acid/base reac-
tion) which is, for example, the case for sulfuric acid. The second reaction (R2) is 
a ligand switching reaction, forming a more stable adduct, which is the case for 
© 2016 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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preferably clusters with ELVOC21. Less oxidized species are, therefore, observed to 
a lesser extent under our experimental conditions (HNO3 concentration).
The transmission efficiency Ti of each individual HOMi depends strongly on 
the mass of each molecule and the different voltage settings in the nitrate-CI-APi-
TOF. To correct this transmission factor, we derived a transmission curve over the 
whole mass range of the HOMs. For more details see ref. 43.
The uncertainty in HOM measurement was caused by the following sources: 
uncertainty in sulfuric acid calibration, charging efficiency of HOMs by the nitrate 
ion, mass dependent transmission efficiency and sampling line losses. This results 
in an overall scaling uncertainty for the measured [ELVOC] of +80%/−45% assum-
ing a charging efficiency of one. We cannot give an uncertainty of the LVOC 
concentration. Instead we used a scaling factor to match the observation. On the 
basis of that and because LVOC  ELVOC, the HOM concentration is presumably 
underestimated by a factor of four. Nobody, at least to our knowledge, has been able 
to calibrate the nitrate chemical ionization source for charging efficiency so far.
For the analysis, the data from only one nitrate-CI-APi-TOF (University of 
Frankfurt–UFRA) was used. The main reason for this was that a transmission cali-
bration of the APi-TOF section was performed with this instrument (see also ref. 43) 
and thus the data are expected to be quantitatively correct. The other nitrate-
CI-APi-TOF (University of Helsinki–UHEL) agrees very well for the monomer 
concentration, but less well for the oligomers. In addition, the UHEL nitrate-CI-
APi-TOF was operated under different settings. It was switched between several 
modes—(1) high fragmentation, (2) high mass and (3) low mass—to get further 
information on the fragmentation of the molecules and clusters.
Mass defect. In a mass defect plot, the difference between the exact mass of a com-
pound and its nominal mass (Th) is depicted as function of its mass to charge ratio 
(Th). Depending on the element the mass defect can be negative or positive. In 
case of oxygen the mass defect is negative, so that a slope downwards represents 
an increase in oxygen molecules. Thus, the analysis of a complex high resolution 
spectrum is simplified by a convenient visualization where the pattern of com-
pounds belonging to the same family is clearly shown.
Proton transfer reaction time of flight mass spectrometer (PTR-TOF-MS). We used 
a PTR-TOF-MS (Ionicon Analytik) to determine α-pinene concentrations in the 
chamber; it also provides information about the overall cleanliness regarding VOCs 
in the chamber. VOCs are ionized in a reaction chamber by means of a proton 
transfer reaction under precisely defined conditions (reaction time, pressure, tem-
perature) and then analysed by a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer (Tofwerk 
AG). A mass resolving power of 4,000 (m/∆m, FWHM) and a mass accuracy 
within 10 p.p.m. enables unambiguous identification of pure hydrocarbons and 
volatile organic compounds up to m/Q = 250 Th (ref. 39). Direct calibration allows 
determination of α-pinene volume mixing ratios with an accuracy of 5% and a 
lower detection limit of 25 parts per trillion by volume (p.p.t.v.).
SO2 chemical ionization mass spectrometer (SO2-CIMS). The very low SO2  
volume mixing ratios were determined with an SO2 chemical ionization mass 
spectrometer (SO2-CIMS). It uses the primary ion ( )−CO3  to convert SO2 to 
−SO5  
(reaction scheme can be found elsewhere44). The −SO5  is then measured in a quad-
rupole mass spectrometer with an atmospheric pressure interface (Georgia Tech). 
The primary ions are generated with a corona discharge45. The ratio of −CO3  to 
−NO3  was maximized by feeding CO2, O2 and Ar directly over the corona discharge, 
leading to a reduced contamination by −NO3 . The SO2 concentration is then 
calculated as follows:
= ( + / ) ( )C R R[SO ] ln 1 3s2 112 60
where R112 is the background-corrected ion count rate of −SO5 , R60 the ion count 
rate of −CO3  and Cs the calibration factor. Cs was obtained by using an SO2 gas 
standard (Carbagas AG). The calibration was repeated periodically during the 
campaign. The resulting calibration factor was found to be 1.3 × 105 p.p.t.v. Its 
detection threshold of SO2 is about 15 p.p.t.v.; the uncertainty is within 23% for 
low SO2 volume mixing ratios (around 30 p.p.t.v.), and 13% for volume mixing 
ratios >150 p.p.t.v. This uncertainty is mostly related to temperature changes in 
the experimental hall where the SO2-CIMS was located. This change led to a drift 
in the −SO5  background signal.
Aerosol properties. Nano radial differential mobility analyser (nRDMA). A 
custom-built aerosol size classifier and counter assembly was used to measure 
positively charged particles in the 1.1 to 10 nm diameter size range with a time 
resolution of 60 s. The classifier was a Caltech Nano-Radial Differential Mobility 
Analyser (herein referred to as nRDMA46). The counter that was employed down-
stream of the nRDMA was an Airmodus Particle Size Magnifier with a 78 °C sat-
urator coupled to a Brechtel Manufacturing Inc. Mixing Condensation Particle 
Counter, model 171047. The raw data from the Caltech assembly was inverted 
using transfer function parameters, effective length, and penetration efficiency 
functions48.
Nano scanning mobility particle sizer (nano-SMPS). The nano-SMPS49 measured 
the dry aerosol size distribution from 5 nm to 80 nm with a time resolution of 
130 s. It was located within a temperature controlled rack and was kept at chamber 
temperature. The nano-SMPS consisted of the TSI condensation particle counter 
(CPC) 3772 with a modified cut-off (D50 = 5.6 nm, D10 = 3.5 nm)6, a TSI-type PSI-
built short differential mobility analyser (DMA) and a neutralizer (Kr-85 source). 
The data were corrected for single charging efficiency, multiple charges, diffu-
sion losses, and CPC detection efficiency. The diffusion loss correction assumes a 
laminar flow50 and includes all parts of the nano-SMPS system (tubes, Kr-source, 
DMA inlet, DMA column).
Neutral cluster and air ion spectrometer (NAIS). The NAIS (Airel) is an ion mobility 
spectrometer designed to determine the number size distribution of ions in the 
size range 0.75–45 nm, as well as total (charged and neutral) particles in the size 
range ~2–45 nm (ref. 51). Previous studies have verified the performance of the 
NAIS52,53. It consists of two differential mobility analysers (DMAs) in parallel. 
Each is equipped with 21 electrometers, to separate the mobilities and determine 
the concentrations of positive and negative ions simultaneously. A corona charger 
is used when measuring the total particle size distribution.
Particle counters. Several particle counters with different 50% cut-offs were 
deployed at the CLOUD chamber including two DEG-CPCs54,55 (1.5 and 2.7 nm 
cut-off), one butanol CPC (TSI 3776, 3.2 nm cut-off) and one Particle Size 
Magnifier (PSM, Airmodus, model A10)56. The PSM was run in scanning mode 
and was used to determine the number size distributions between 1.4 nm and 
3.4 nm mobility diameter.
Volatility of oxygenated organics. Recent studies have focused on the formation 
mechanism of highly oxygenated organics17,57,58. Here we considered the propaga-
tion and termination reactions as proposed in refs 57 and 59. We used the radicals 
from α-pinene ozonolysis proposed in ref. 60 as a starting point and evaluated the 
possible chemical structures for monomers and dimers (Extended Data Fig. 3). 
We assume that dimers are covalently bound15,17. This is supported by the chem-
ical formulae of the observed compounds which cannot be explained by a cluster 
consisting of two monomers.
Instead of assuming an average reduction of the saturation vapour concentration 
with oxidation, we used this set of chemical structures to calculate the saturation 
vapour concentration with SIMPOL20.
We then plotted the oxygen to carbon ratio (O:C) as a function of C* (see 
Extended Data Fig. 4). We applied a linear least squares fit and used the fit param-
eters to estimate the volatility for molecules for which we did not derive the 
structure. The intermediate cluster volatilities were roughly estimated assuming 
different numbers and types of functional groups (aldehydes, ketones, hydro-
peroxyacids). The concentration of these clusters is low and will therefore not 
influence the results significantly. SIMPOL was originally derived at 293 K, but 
a temperature dependence is given. Thus, we extrapolated C* to 278 K (resulting 
in approximately one order of magnitude lower C* values). Then we separated 
all observed HOM peaks into volatility regimes18, as shown in Fig. 2a and b. For 
this, the HOM concentrations observed in CLOUD for a steady-state run (1209) 
with ~600 p.p.t.v. of injected α-pinene was used. It needs to be noted that the 
SIMPOL data set does not contain the smallest saturation vapour pressures (as 
they are difficult to measure quantitatively). Thus, the predicted saturation vapour 
concentrations for low-volatility compounds could deviate from the actual values. 
However, the binned volatility distribution is rather flat especially in the ELVOC 
range. So even if the saturation concentration were to deviate by an order of 
magnitude, this would not change the conclusions of this work.
Aerosol growth model. The net condensation flux is defined as61:
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with Np the particle number concentration, Dp the particle diameter, Di the vapour 
diameter, αi,p the accommodation coefficient, the vapour concentration Ci
v and 
the saturation vapour concentration of Ci
0. In the following the indicated terms of 
equation (4) will be further explained.
Deposition rate coefficient. In the molecular regime the collision cross-section is 
the appropriate metric of a collision probability. Here we assume hard-sphere limit, 
neglecting charge interactions. The deposition rate coefficient is corrected for the 
transition regime using the βi,p correction factor, to account for non-continuum 
effects, that is62:
β
α α
λ
=
( + )
+ + . + .
= ( )D
Kn 1 Kn
Kn Kn 0 283Kn 0 75
; Kn 2 5i
i i
,p 2
,p ,p p
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The βi,p correction term and the mass accommodation coefficient αi,p are con-
nected, as the correction term considers the onset of the gas-phase concentration 
gradients near the particle. For very small particles (Knudsen number, Kn 1), 
no gradients exist. However, for very large particles ( Kn 1), the gas concentration 
at the particle surface can be near zero even with αi,p < 1. The effective mass accom-
modation coefficient, ′ai,p, is therefore introduced as well.
For the collision between vapours and ultrafine particles, the reduced mass μi,p 
needs to be considered; vi,p is then the centre of mass velocity:
µ µ= /(pi ) = /( + ) ( )v RT MM M M8 ; 6i i i i i,p ,p ,p p p
The two first terms—collision cross-section and the deposition rate—can be com-
bined. Instead of using the cross-section, the suspended surface area ( pi )N Dp p
2  can 
be used. The modified deposition rate coefficient is then given by:
α β=
( + )
( )s
D D
D
v
4
7i
i i
i i,p
p
2
p
2 ,p ,p
Condensation sink. Combining the surface area and the deposition rate coefficient 
we can calculate the collision frequency, which is the frequency with which species 
i collides with the particle surface:
ν β α= ( = )(pi ) ( )v D D N, 1 8i i i,p
c
p p
2
p
The condensation sink, ′α ν=∑kc p p p
c , gives the actual time constant for interaction 
of vapours with particles. The condensation sink is also the fundamental equili-
bration timescale between the gas and particle phases when condensation is the 
main loss of vapours.
Driving force of condensation. The driving force of condensation Fi,p and excess 
saturation ratio Si,p
XS are:
′ ′= − = −
( )  
F C a C C S a[ ] [ ]
9i i i i i i i
S
,p
v
,p
0 0
,p
i,p
XS
The saturation ratio (gas-phase activity) is = /S C Ci i i
v 0. The term ai,p is the activ-
ity of the species i at the condensed-phase surface of the particle (ai,p = Xi,pγi,p, 
Raoult term), where = /X C Ci i,p ,p
s
p
s  is the mass fraction, and γi,p the mass based 
activity coefficient in the organic condensed phase. Owing to their curved surfaces, 
the activity of a small particle— ′ =a a Ki i i,p ,p ,p—includes the Kelvin term Ki,p. The 
Kelvin term is defined as61:
σ
ρ
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with the surface tension σ, the molar weight M and the density ρ. For very 
small particles a large supersaturation is needed to allow for condensation. For 
σ = 0.023 N m−1, a molar weight of 300 g mol−1 at 300 K, DK = 3.75 nm. Any charge 
effect on the growth rate would appear in either an enhancement to the collision 
cross-section, σi,p, due to charge-dipole interactions, or a change in the effective 
Kelvin diameter reflecting enhanced stability of small clusters. Further investiga-
tion of a possible enhancement in the growth rate caused by ions requires dedicated 
experiments.
Equilibrium solution. At equilibrium, Fi,p is zero. In this case, equilibrium par-
titioning is the basis for organic aerosol calculations. Aerosol partitioning the-
ory describes the condensation and evaporation of gas phase species on or from 
an aerosol surface63. The fraction of the condensed phase (s) of a species i in the 
suspended aerosol particle within the partitioning frame work is defined as:
⁎= + /
( )f C C
1
1 12i i
s
OA
s
⁎Ci  is the effective saturation concentration of the vapour and COA
s  the concentra-
tion of species k in the particle phase.
Steady-state solution. Organic aerosol production, Pi, (or loss) is inherently not an 
equilibrium process, but many terms will reach a steady state in different situations. 
There are two relevant limits: one where condensation to suspended particles con-
trols the vapour concentrations on a timescale given by the condensation sink 
α ν( ′ )p
c , and one where losses, ki (that is, wall losses), control those vapour concen-
trations. We are interested in the steady-state saturation ratios Si
ss and excess 
saturation ratio Si
xs,ss.
When losses control the steady-state, = ( / ) /S P C ki i i i
ss o . If the suspended par-
ticles control the steady-state, the excess saturation ratio will be in steady state. A 
fraction of Pi will go to vapours and a fraction to the particles. The latter fraction 
will be approximately f i
s.
φ α α
α
= = ′ − ′ = ′ =
/
′
( )f P k C S a k C S S f P C
k
[ ] ; 13i i i i i i i i i i
ixs s c o c o xs,ss xs,ss s i
o
c
Si
xs,ss is a key diagnostic for organic condensation. If S 1i
xs,ss , the condensation 
will be essentially ‘non-volatile’ ( ′ai,p will have no influence on the condensation), 
while if ≤S 1i
xs,ss  then the condensation will be ‘semi-volatile’. Finally, if S 1i
xs,ss , 
species i cannot be an important driver of the condensation, as ′ai,p cannot grow 
larger than Si during net gas-phase production.
Dynamic volatility-distribution modelling of aerosol growth. From ref. 15, 
where the yields were derived from the same experiments, we know the molar 
yield of HOMs to be roughly ~2.9% from α-pinene ozonolysis. The molar weight 
of the HOMs is on average twice the molar weight of α-pinene, and we approximate 
a mass yield of the HOMs of about 6%. The HOMs used include monomers, dimers 
and intermediate compounds as seen by the nitrate-CI-APi-TOF. The concentra-
tion of other neutral multimers was either too low or below detection limit (and 
thus also too low) to contribute significantly to the growth and were neglected in the 
model. The dynamic volatility-distribution model then condenses the observations 
into nine volatility bins ranging from C* = 10−8 μg m−3 to C* = 1 μg m−3. ELVOC and 
LVOC were defined as C* < 10−4.5 μg m−3 and 10−4.5 μg m−3 < C* < 10−0.5 μg m−3 
respectively, which is slightly modified compared to ref. 18. This is justified as 
species with C* = 10−4 μg m−3(typically ELVOC) behaved rather like LVOC, that is, 
the condensation flux increases with diameter. In Fig. 1 we have seen that the meas-
ured HOMs alone cannot explain the observed growth in all size ranges. Therefore, 
a larger yield of C* = 1 μg m−3 was assumed (light shaded area in Extended Data 
Fig. 5a), which represents the compounds participating in the formation of the 
traditional secondary organic aerosol (SOA). Species with C* ≤ 10−8 μg m−3 were 
brought into one single bin with C* = 10−8 μg m−3. The CI-APi-TOF transmission 
calibration was multiplied by a factor of 1.3, which is within the transmission effi-
ciency uncertainties. The resulting HOM distribution (in percentage) is displayed 
in Extended Data Fig. 5a.
Using this adjusted HOM distribution, we modelled the growth rate due 
to condensation assuming no Kelvin effect. Extended Data Fig. 6 shows that 
the model overestimates the early growth rate and substantially underestimates the 
observed particle growth rates at larger sizes (blue dashed line). In a next step we 
modified the charging efficiencies, to match the observation better. Our best result 
was achieved with values of [0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1] for the VBS bins from 10−4 to 10−1 μg m−3, 
meaning that we increased the raw measured values by [2, 2.5, 3.3, and 10]. Still, 
it is not possible to describe the observations as depicted by the solid blue line in 
Extended Data Fig. 6.
Therefore it is essential to introduce the Kelvin effect to reproduce the observed 
growth rate. In the model we use a Kelvin diameter DK = 3.75 nm. This corresponds 
to a surface tension of 23 mN m−1, which is a reasonable value for organics64. If 
we attempt to model the observed growth using the HOM volatility distribution 
in Extended Data Fig. 5a, Extended Data Fig. 6 shows that the model substantially 
underestimates the observed particle growth (pink dashed line), as expected.
The efficiency of HOM charging by the nitrate anion ( )−NO3  depends upon the 
number and location of OOH groups21. As the probability of two OOH groups at 
optimal configuration is highest for the least volatile species (ELVOC), their charg-
ing efficiency is near unity. For products with higher volatility (LVOC) the effi-
ciency decreases. Many of the oxidized monomers might still have a stiff carbon 
4-ring backbone hindering an optimal cluster formation between two OOH groups 
and the nitrate ion. This decreased charging efficiency has yet to be experimentally 
quantified. Cycloalkene experiments indicate that the nitrate-CI-APi-TOF indeed 
underestimates the low-oxygenated compounds, if compared with the 
acetate-CIMS65, while the concentration for highly oxygenated compounds is 
similar. The ELVOC bins cannot be changed to a great extent as this would yield 
an overestimation in the growth rate at sizes below 3 nm.
Adjusting both the LVOC concentrations and the Kelvin term, it is possible to 
explain the observed size dependent behaviour in Fig. 3. Our best fit was achieved 
with charging efficiencies of [0.5, 0.25, 0.1, 0.1] for the VBS bins from 10−4 to 
10−1 μg m−3 and a Kelvin diameter DK = 3.75 nm. The final adjusted yields can be 
seen in Extended Data Fig. 5b, which displays the HOM fraction in the correspond-
ing volatility bins (in percentage). Other tested Kelvin diameters (for example, 
DK = 4.5 nm) yielded a slightly worse agreement with the measurements, the qual-
itative picture, however, remained the same. Increasing DK requires an additional 
adjustment of the ELVOCs to match the observations, so that several parameter 
combinations will yield similar results. However, very large DK are very unlikely, 
as there is not much space to increase the ELVOC concentration due to the nitrate-
CI-APi-TOF measurement principle.
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Here we do not attempt to constrain the volatility distribution exactly. We show 
that the distribution matters in the formation of particles. ELVOC condensation 
dominates the growth up to ~1.5 nm. Beyond this size, LVOC can contribute and 
drive the growth. It should be noted that the HOM distribution will change with 
chamber operating conditions (temperature, α-pinene concentration, particle 
concentration).
Here we only show two representative runs, but very different cases. We did 
not perform experiments with pre-existing particles in the chamber, at least 
not in such an amount to overcome the sink due to the wall (kwall ≈ 10−3 s−1  
versus kcond ≈ 10−4 s−1 or lower). The wall loss does in some way simulate the sink 
due to pre-existing particles. The measured gas-phase concentration is a result 
of the existing sink and source terms. These terms will be somewhat different in 
the chamber compared to ambient conditions. Thus, we cannot say that under 
the same α-pinene and ozone concentrations the growth is the same. But, meas-
uring the same volatility distribution of HOMs in the ambient (and at the same 
temperature) should yield similar results. The exact evolution of the particle size 
and the contribution of the volatility bins will always depend on the observed 
volatility distribution of the HOM species. The volatility distribution itself will 
depend on the temperature and the oxidants (for example, NOx will hinder the 
formation of ELVOC, lowering the yield17). But the approach proposed here and 
the corresponding conclusion will still be applicable.
Model details. For the simulations we assumed a mono-disperse population of 
nucleated particles at an initial size of 1.2 nm mobility diameter or 0.9 nm physical 
diameter (which is approximately the monomer size). The key parameter is the 
concentration gradient (see equation (9)), which in turn reflects the differences in 
activity between the gas phase (the saturation ratio) and the particle phase (here 
the mass fraction). This can be seen in Extended Data Fig. 7a. The gas phase is 
characterized by the balance between the production rate of the α-pinene oxidation 
products and wall losses yielding a stable gas-phase saturation ratio. In contrast, 
the condensed phase activities drop as soon as the particles grow and the Kelvin 
effect decreases.
Looking at the excess saturation (Extended Data Fig. 7b), the least volatile spe-
cies (mostly ELVOC) have a significant excess saturation at all times; the condensed 
phase activity is always much lower than the gas-phase saturation ratio. The more 
volatile species are near equilibrium at the beginning, only gradually (if ever) devel-
oping a significant driving force of condensation. The most volatile species are in 
equilibrium all of the time with a diminishing mass fraction in the condensed 
phase. For <2.5 nm, the particles are unstable, with the majority of their constitu-
ents showing activities 1. They can only grow as a consequence of the excess 
saturation ratio of the ELVOCs. If the production were rapidly stopped, the parti-
cles would evaporate. Extended Data Fig. 7b also shows the condensed phase mass 
fraction and thus the chemical composition of the particle. Particles <2.5 nm are 
mainly composed of ELVOC dominated by species with C* = 10−8 μg m−3. For 
larger particles the LVOC mass fraction increases until each contributes equally to 
the particle composition. The two most volatile bins never contribute substantially 
to the particle composition as their gas-phase saturation ratio is too low.
Extended Data Fig. 7c shows the absolute driving force of condensation and the 
equilibrium concentration of the different volatile species over the growing parti-
cles. Here, this transition from ELVOC to LVOC dominated growth is evident in 
the driving force of condensation. Owing to the stiff coupled differential equations 
tight tolerances on the solver are required for the solution to converge accurately.
Appearance times and growth rate estimation of clusters and aerosols. The 
appearance times of clusters and aerosols allow us to investigate the growth 
process. Cluster and particle appearance times, defined as the 50% rise time of the 
concentration of a cluster or size channel66, were derived for APi-TOF, PSM, NAIS, 
DEG-CPCs, nRDMA and nano-SMPS. The corresponding diameters (leading 
edge diameter) were then plotted against the time. The temporal evolution is then 
representing the growth rate. For linear evolution, a linear fit was applied; the slope 
yields the growth rate. Extended Data Fig. 1 combines all the calculated appearance 
times for one example run. It shows an excellent agreement between the different 
methods and instruments.
To determine the appearance time for APi-TOF, NAIS, and PSM, concentrations 
in each size bin were analysed and the time when the concentration reaches 50% of 
its maximum value after the start of a nucleation experiment was determined and 
linked with the diameter midpoint of the size bin. The growth rate was obtained 
from a linear fit of the appearance times and the corresponding diameters. For the 
PSM the growth rate could be determined for the size range 1.5–3.2 nm. For the 
NAIS: (1) 1.4–3 nm, (2) 5–15 nm and (3) 15–30 nm. In the APi-TOF, appearance 
times of the monomers, dimers, trimers and tetramers were determined.
A normal (Gauss) function was applied to the size distribution data2,67. The 
position of the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) was then defined as the 
50% rise time. Nano-SMPS growth rates were determined for the following size 
ranges: (1) 5–15 nm, (2) 15–30 nm, (3) 30–60 nm and (4) >60 nm. In these size 
ranges, a constant growth rate for constant HOM concentration was observed, 
so we did not further differentiate these ranges in Fig. 1. For the nRDMA: 
(1) 1.1–3 nm, (2) 2–7 nm.
The DEG-CPC method was slightly different. In previous studies6, the 1% 
threshold of the CPC and the initial rise of the concentration was used to fur-
ther extend the growth rate analysis to lower diameters. We decided to also use 
this approach for the DEG-CPCs. However, owing to the high noise, it was often 
difficult to determine the 1% rise time, thus the 5% rise time of the DEG-CPCs 
was used instead, yielding similar results.
Growth rate uncertainties. The method uncertainty is estimated66 to be approx-
imately 50%. To consider the run-to-run uncertainty, we used σfit, as retrieved 
from the linear fit uncertainty to determine the growth rate (GR). The overall 
uncertainty then scales as follows:
σ σ= . + ( )0 25[GR] 14tot 2 fit
2
The growth rates in Fig. 1c, d correlate reasonably well with the HOM concen-
tration. Growth rates of larger sizes correlate with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
of 0.94, growth rates at smaller size with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.7. 
The lower correlation at the smaller sizes can be explained by the higher measure-
ment uncertainty at these size ranges, compared to larger sizes.
Parameterization of first steps of growth and global aerosol modelling. We are 
especially interested in the first steps of growth, that is, from the nucleated cluster 
size to 3 nm, as there the coagulation losses are highest. In the global model we 
use here68, nucleated clusters have a diameter of 1.7 nm, and particles must grow 
to 3 nm before being advected through the atmosphere in the nucleation mode. 
Therefore we parameterize the growth rate in the size range 1.7–3 nm. We use the 
size-resolved growth rates from the HOM volatility-distribution modelling results 
to derive a size-dependent parameterization. The Kelvin effect increases the growth 
rate with increasing size. The considered size range (1.7–3 nm) is small enough that 
we can approximate the dependence on the particle diameter Dp as linear. We thus 
parameterize the growth rate (in nm h−1) by fitting the two-dimensional function 
([HOM] in cm−3, Dp in nm):
= ( )kDGR [HOM] 15pp
to the HOM volatility-distribution modelling results, with the free parameters 
k = (5.2 ± 0.4) × 10−11 and p = 1.424 ± 0.004. Here the uncertainties are those 
from the fit only; they reflect how well the function describes the data but do not 
represent the full uncertainty in the parameterization. The parameterization is 
intended to describe the size-dependent growth that we observe, and does not 
necessarily reflect the underlying mechanism. Therefore, extrapolations to very 
high values (>5 × 108 cm−3) and low values (<2 × 106 cm−3) may not be reliable, 
as it is likely that the parameterized growth rates deviate from the true growth rates. 
Such high biogenic HOM values, however, are not expected in the field and should 
not impact the global modelling results. Conversely, low HOM concentrations 
far below 2 × 106 cm−3 are expected far from sources of terpenes, especially over 
oceans and the upper free troposphere. From Fig. 1 it is evident that the growth rate 
at [HOM] <2 × 106 cm−3 is <1 nm h−1. Under these conditions, growth is driven 
by condensation of sulfuric acid, and uncertainties in the parameterization of the 
very small organic contribution are not expected to affect the results significantly.
This parameterization provides a refined estimate of the growth rate between 1.7 
and 3 nm, which is appropriate for models of atmospheric aerosol that treat SOA 
condensation kinetically. To implement the parameterization, a mechanism and 
yield for the production of HOMs is required. In our model, HOMs are simulated 
as being produced directly from the oxidation of monoterpenes (MT) and lost to 
the condensation sink (CS) in a steady-state approximation:
= ( + )/ ( )Yk Y k[HOM] [MT][O ] [MT][OH] CS 161 1 3 2 2
where Y1, the yield of HOMs from the ozonolysis of monoterpenes, is 2.9%, and 
Y2, the yield from the OH-oxidation, is 1.2%. The yields were determined from 
the nitrate-CI-APi-TOF and PTR-TOF measurements in the CLOUD chamber15. 
The constants k1 and k2 are the temperature dependent reaction rate constants of 
α-pinene with ozone and hydroxyl radicals, respectively69. Thus the numerator of 
equation (16) represents the production of HOMs and the denominator the losses.
We do not quote a similar parameterization for growth rates at larger sizes, 
because it is clear that the nitrate-CI-APi-TOF does not see all of the more volatile 
molecules that condense onto larger particles, many more compounds are likely 
to participate than those present in the CLOUD chamber, and at these larger sizes 
the kinetic condensation approach should be complemented by an equilibrium 
partitioning treatment (for example, ref. 70).
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This parameterization represents pure organic growth resulting from biogenic 
emissions. In the ambient atmosphere, additional organic and inorganic precursors 
such as sulfuric acid, ammonia, amines and anthropogenic VOCs are also present 
and influence the growth rate, in addition to the different oxidants. Also temper-
ature and relative humidity could influence the observed growth rates. So, while 
this parameterization represents a significant advance on the current state of the 
art, it should not be considered complete. Furthermore, we only consider the size 
range 1.7 to 3 nm, as the growth in this size range is most decisive for the fate of 
the freshly nucleated particle4.
The parameterization of initial particle growth is incorporated in the global 
aerosol model GLOMAP-mode68, an extension to the TOMCAT chemical trans-
port model71. GLOMAP includes representations of particle formation, growth 
via coagulation, condensation and cloud processing, wet and dry deposition and 
in/below cloud scavenging. The horizontal resolution is 2.8 × 2.8 degrees and 
there are 31 vertical sigma-pressure levels extending from ground level to 10 hPa. 
Aerosol in the model is formed of four components: black carbon, organic carbon, 
sea salt and sulfate, and is advected through the atmosphere in seven log-normal 
size modes. These are hygroscopic nucleation, Aitken, accumulation and coarse 
modes, and non-hygroscopic Aitken, accumulation and coarse modes. Formation 
of secondary particles in the model is based on CLOUD measurements of ternary 
H2SO4-organic-H2O nucleation detailed in ref. 25 and on a parameterization of 
binary H2SO4-H2O nucleation72. Simulations are run for the year 2008.
In the aerosol model, particles grow by irreversible condensation of monoter-
pene oxidation products and sulfuric acid. Monoterpene emissions in the model 
are taken from the database of ref. 73. Our measurements15 provide HOM yields 
of 2.9% from the oxidation of α-pinene by ozone and 1.2% from the hydroxyl 
radical. In ref. 58 a substantially higher HOM yield was observed from endocyclic 
monoterpenes such as α-pinene than from exocylic monoterpenes. These two 
types are roughly equally abundant in the atmosphere. Thus, we account for this 
by dividing our measured yields by two. In the light of these results, we also divide 
the organic nucleation rate of ref. 25 by two, since it also assumed all terpenes 
were represented by α-pinene in the atmosphere. Above 3 nm in diameter, a fixed 
13% of the oxidation products of monoterpenes with OH, O3 and NO3 (assuming 
the reaction rates of α-pinene) condense irreversibly onto aerosol particles at the 
kinetic limit. These oxidized organic molecules are referred to as SORG and are 
advected through the troposphere as a tracer in the model, while the HOM con-
centration is calculated assuming a steady state as described earlier. Below 3 nm, 
organic molecules condense onto particles according to the parameterization, while 
sulfuric acid molecules condense at the kinetic limit (collision-limited), which is 
approximately:
= . × ( )−GR 7 3 10 [H SO ] 17S 8 2 4
Additional model runs were performed with no organics participating in the initial 
growth, and with non-volatile size-dependent growth of particles between 1.7 and 
3 nm due to condensation of SORG multiplied by the factor determined in ref. 30 
for the parameterization of ref. 3,
= . − . ( )k D0 47 0 18 18p
where Dp is the particle diameter in nm and the correction is only applied to par-
ticles below 2.5 nm. We note that the SORG in GLOMAP is produced with a 13% 
yield while that in GEOS-chem is produced with a 10% yield. The growth rates 
in these three cases are shown in Extended Data Fig. 9, together with the HOM 
concentration in the model.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Appearance times of clusters and aerosols as seen by nano-SMPS, NAIS, PSM, APi-TOF, DEG and nRDMA. The different 
instruments are indicated with different plotting symbols. Instrument descriptions and acronyms can be found in Methods.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Observed mass spectrum as seen by the 
nitrate-CI-APi-TOF at 278 K and 38% relative humidity. A steady-state 
mixing ratio of approximately 250 p.p.t.v. of α-pinene was established in 
the chamber in the presence of 35 p.p.b.v. ozone and no injection of SO2. 
Black bars indicate all identified monomers and dimers, with the red 
bars indicating the corresponding m/Q range. Intermediate molecules or 
clusters (with carbon atoms between 11 and 17) that cannot be explained 
by the formation mechanism shown in Kirkby et al.15 are indicated by the 
cyan bars.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Possible structures of α-pinene oxidation 
products. a, Possible structures of HOM monomer molecules. C* was 
estimated using the SIMPOL method (at 293 K). Note that the volatility is 
less once the ring structure is open. The volatility generally decreases with 
increasing oxidation and decreasing temperature. b, Possible structures 
of HOM dimer molecules. C* was estimated using the SIMPOL method 
(at 293 K). Structures in boxes with asterisk(s) at the top right corner were 
confirmed by (*) or taken from (**) Kurtén et al.74.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Estimation of C* for monomer and dimer 
molecules at 293 K. Colours indicate the volatility class based on  
ref. 18. A linear fit was applied to the C* estimates (dashed lines).  
This fit was then applied to all compounds using their O:C ratio to 
estimate their value of C*. Volatility bins comprise ELVOC, LVOC, SVOC 
and IVOC (intermediate volatile organic compounds with C* from 102.5  
to 106.5 μg m−3).
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Extended Data Figure 5 | HOM distribution binned to a VBS.  
a, Measured HOM distribution (dark green) binned to a VBS. As the 
nitrate-CI-APi-TOF is expected to underestimate SVOC, which are often 
observed during secondary aerosol formation in smog chamber studies, 
we added a representative SOA bin at logC* = 0 (light green). b, Modified 
HOM distribution after scaling for the weaker charging efficiency for 
LVOC (light green). The ELVOC:LVOC:SVOC ratios are a, 20:34:46  
and b, 7:77:16.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Dynamic volatility-distribution modelling 
results with and without a Kelvin term and with original and modified 
HOM volatility distribution for the case of constant HOMs. a, Different 
model approaches (key at bottom right) compared to the measured 
diameter evolution. b, Enlargement of the first 30 min of the experiment 
and the first 5 nm of the diameter evolution (key in panel). c, Size 
dependent growth rate for different model approaches (key at bottom 
right). The Kelvin effect is essential to describe the measured diameter 
behaviour. Using the original volatility distribution (blue dashed line), the 
model slightly overestimates the initial growth but strongly underestimates 
it at larger sizes. Although considering a Kelvin effect fits the initial growth 
well, growth at larger sizes is underestimated even more (pink dashed 
line). By adjusting the HOM volatility distribution in the model with 
no Kelvin effect, the best fit (blue solid curve) still fails to reproduce the 
observations, substantially overpredicting growth at small sizes and then 
underpredicting growth at larger sizes. However, adjusting the volatility 
distribution and treating the Kelvin effect captures the growth well over 
the full size range (grey solid line). Error bars indicate the 1σ systematic 
scale uncertainty of the determined growth rates.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Dynamic volatility-distribution model 
details. a, Vapour (left) and condensed-phase (right) activities during a 
simulated particle growth event in CLOUD (Fig. 3b, d). Vapours are in 
steady-state with respect to production and wall loss, with the saturation 
ratio increasing monotonically with decreasing volatility. b, Excess 
saturation ratios (left) and particle composition (mass fractions; right) 
during simulated particle growth event in CLOUD. c, Driving force of 
condensation (left) and equilibrium concentrations of vapours over 
particles (right) during simulated particle growth events in CLOUD. 
Volatility is indicated by brightness, with darkest grey corresponding to 
C* = 10−8 μg m−3 (see key).
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Typical experiment during CLOUD8. 
α-Pinene was injected under neutral conditions. Once stable conditions 
were achieved, the clearing (HV) field was turned off allowing ions from 
Galactic cosmic rays to remain in the chamber. This immediately yields 
a second nucleation. a, The nano-SMPS size distribution; b, the ion size 
distribution as seen by the NAIS ion mode; and c, the monomer (light 
green) and dimer (dark green) and the number particle concentration for 
particles bigger than 3.2 nm (purple; CPC 3776). The colour keys on the 
right side relate to the number size distribution (dN/dlogDp).
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Extended Data Figure 9 | Annually averaged HOM concentration, and 
the annually averaged growth rate, simulated by GLOMAP at cloud 
base level. a, Spatial distribution of HOM concentration (in cm−3). 
b–d, Spatial distribution of growth rates (in nm h−1) using different 
parameterizations: b, using the size-dependent parameterization of initial 
particle growth and irreversible condensation of H2SO4, c, with growth 
from 1.7 nm to 3 nm only due to H2SO4, and d, with growth from 1.7 nm 
to 3 nm assuming irreversible condensation of H2SO4 together with an 
organic contribution following ref. 30, which assumes a Kelvin barrier to 
organic condensation below 2.5 nm.
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Extended data table 1 | Summary of CLOUd runs during CLOUd7 and CLOUd8
Each run consisted of several stages (increasing gases, steady-sate, changing charging state of chamber, see also Extended Data Fig. 8), here only the steady-state plateau values are indicated.
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